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ABSTRACT   
In this paper we first present a new fabrication process of downscaled graphene nanodevices based on direct milling of 
graphene using an atomic-size helium ion beam. We address the issue of contamination caused by the electron-beam 
lithography process to pattern the contact metals prior to the ultrafine milling process in the helium ion microscope 
(HIM). We then present our recent experimental study of the effects of the helium ion exposure on the carrier transport 
properties. By varying the time of helium ion bombardment onto a bilayer graphene nanoribbon transistor, the change in 
the transfer characteristics is investigated along with underlying carrier scattering mechanisms. Finally we study the 
effects of various single defects introduced into extremely-scaled armchair graphene nanoribbons on the carrier transport 
properties using ab initio simulation. 
Keywords: Graphene, helium ion microscope, nanofabrication, quantum dot, nanoribbon, point defect, disorder, ab 
initio simulation 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Graphene is attracting massive worldwide interest for its potential to be the foundation of a new generation of nanoscale 
electronic/photonic/spintronic devices [1, 2]. This is owing to its remarkable material properties that include very high 
carrier mobilities [3] and large current carrying capabilities. High intrinsic cutoff frequencies up to 300 GHz have 
already been achieved with a self-aligned gate graphene transistor [4]. The carrier mobility in graphene is weakly 
dependent on temperature which implies the mobility is only limited by impurities and/or defects and hence can be 
further increased by improving material and device fabrication processes. Graphene is a low noise material meaning it is 
highly sensitive to the environment which makes it an excellent candidate for extreme sensing applications like a single 
bio/chemical molecular sensor [5]. The electrons in graphene are not much affected by electron – electron interaction and 
have a long mean free path [6]. In addition, spin-orbit coupling and hyperfine interactions with carbon nuclei are both 
small in graphene, and a very long spin relaxation length has been demonstrated [7]. All these superior transport 
properties encourage us to downscale graphene devices further to the regime where we can fully exploit the coherent 
natures of electronic and spin states. However, this requires the development of ultrafine patterning technologies which 
enables accurate nanoscale fabrication beyond the present electron-beam lithography technique. In this paper, we present 
our recent attempts of using an atomic-size helium ion beam to pattern graphene nanostructures directly and also 
investigate damage caused by helium ion bombardment onto graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) along with preliminary 
analysis of the impacts of various single defects introduced in the GNRs by using atomistic simulation.  
 
2. FABRICATION OF DOWNSCALED GRAPHENE DEVICES USING HELIUM ION BEAM 
Currently, the most established graphene device fabrication technique uses electron-beam (EB) lithography to pattern 
resist deposited on top of the graphene, followed by oxygen plasma etching [8, 9]. Figure 1(a) shows double quantum 
dots (QDs) with five side gates patterned by EB lithography with thin PMMA 495K (~42nm) EB resist and etched using 
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O2 /Ar (1:4) plasma generated in an RIE system. Here the QD size is ~40×70nm2 and the width of constrictions is less 
than 30nm. The separation between the side gates and QDs is ~80nm. However, parameters such as proximity effect, 
thickness uniformity of resist layer, and manual development of samples after e-beam lithography have limited the 
resolution of this method. Recently, a new patterning technique based on direct milling of graphene using a focused 
beam of helium ions generated in a helium ion microscope (HIM) has emerged [10, 11]. Helium ion microscopy (HIM) 
is a new surface imaging technique that involves scanning a focused beam of helium ions across a surface to generate an 
image from the resulting secondary electron (SE) emission, in a similar way to scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [12, 
13]. An atomically sharp and extremely bright source, combined with the larger momentum (and so shorter de Broglie 
wavelength) of helium ions compared to electrons, enables a sub-nanometer probe size at the sample surface and so high 
resolution imaging. Researchers have demonstrated that the tool can also be used to selectively sputter graphene to create 
intricate nanoscale designs, offering the potential of resist-free patterning of graphene on a finer scale compared to other 
techniques [14, 15]. 
Patterning of graphene in a HIM involves firstly locating an interested graphene flake on the sample by imaging at a low 
magnification. The magnification is then increased and control is switched to a pattern generator to scan the beam in the 
required pattern. It is known that low energy ionic bombardment can cause damage to the graphene lattice [16] so it is 
important to establish whether HIM imaging to locate a suitable area for patterning can be carried out whilst avoiding 
damage to the graphene to the extent that the electronic properties are degraded. Figure 1(b) shows a pair of double QDs 
devices with double side gates directly milled on a pristine exfoliated bilayer graphene. The spacing between QDs and 
side gates and that between the double QD pair are both less than 10 nm, which is difficult to achieve using the 
conventional EB lithography technique. This QDs structure was fabricated on a pristine graphene flake for demonstration 
without electrical contacts, and the further process development we need is obviously to combine EB lithography to 
fabricate the metal contacts as shown in Fig. 1(c) with the HIM milling to pattern downscaled graphene nanostructures. 
In this section, we describe our HIM milling fabrication process in detail. 
 
Figure 1 (a) AFM image of a grapheme double QDs with a few side gates patterned on an exfoliated monolayer graphene 
flake by using electron beam lithography and O2 plasma RIE. The purple region indicates the graphene flakes while the dark 
region is SiO2 substrate, (b) Four QDs patterned on an exfoliated pristine bilayer graphene using He ion beam milling, and 
(c) Multiple metal contacts fabricated on an exfoliated graphene flake fabricated by EB lithography. 
 
Metal contacts on graphene flakes were fabricated by e-beam lithography using a typical bilayer resist (MMA/PMMA) 
and lift-off process. This step was performed first to prevent fine milled features by HIM on graphene samples from 
getting damaged during subsequent resist coating and/or lift-off. The prepared samples were then taken for HIM milling. 
To minimize beam-induced hydrocarbon deposition during patterning our graphene samples, the chamber was cleaned 
overnight, prior to the exposures with an integrated Evactron RF plasma cleaner. For milling graphene samples, the 
acceleration voltage and the beam current were adjusted to 30 kV and 1 pA, respectively. Thin graphene flakes were 
identified by secondary electron (SE) imaging at low magnifications. The He-ion beam was then carefully focused on a 
flake, using the corner/edge of the flake, at high magnification to ensure good focus of the beam for high resolution 
milling (see Fig. 2). 
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Figure 2 Image of a monolayer graphene flake taken by HIM. The scanning quality was maximized using the corner of the 
flake to ensure good milling results. 
 
The magnification was then reduced, the flake was centred to the field of view, and the beam was blanked. Finally by 
using the Zeiss Orion UI software, the beam was scanned in the desired patterns to mill the graphene flakes. For our high 
resolution DQDs structures, we used a field of view of 700 nm × 700 nm for an image size of 512 × 512 pixels with ∼ 1 
nm pixel spacing. By altering dwell times, a range of doses between 0.3 and 0.7 nC/µm
2
 were tested. However, initial 
exposures were not successful as seen in Fig. 3 which shows build-up rather than removal of material in the exposure 
area. 
                                     
Figure 3 (a) The design of the milled pattern, (b) HIM secondary electron image of exposed monolayer graphene flake, 
showing build-up of contamination rather than successful milling. 
 
These unsuccessful patterning results are in clear contrast to our early demonstration (Fig. 1(c)) which was conducted on 
pristine graphene flakes immediately after exfoliation. We therefore realized that the surface of the graphene flakes was 
most likely becoming contaminated during the process of fabricating the metal contacts as a result of exposure to resists 
and solvents. This contamination could be increasing the surface roughness of the flakes [17], and could be interacting 
with the helium ion beam to produce the deposits seen in Fig. 3(b). To clean our graphene flakes the samples were 
annealed at ≈330 °C with 1.3 L/min forming gas flow (6% H2 and 94% N2) for 1.5 hours. Remarkably, the milling results 
were significantly improved. For mono-layer (bi-layer) graphene flakes, a He dose of 0.6 nC/µm
2
 (0.65 nC/µm
2
) was 
chosen as the optimum dose for fabricating graphene devices. Figure 4 shows the result of successful milling on the very 
same flake shown in Fig. 3 after annealing. 
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Figure 4 Successful milling after annealing the graphene sample. The milling was performed with an accelerating voltage of 
30 kV, a beam current of 1 pA and a dose of 0.6 nC/µm
2
. The distances between the side-gates and the QDs are ~ 10 
nm. 
 
We should mention that for fabricating a successful working graphene quantum dot (GQD)s device, one needs to fully 
isolate each side-gate. Due to limitations of the size of the patterns that can be imported into the Ziess Orion UI software, 
we have equipped our microscope with an XENOS external pattern generator which allows us to expose larger patterns. 
Examples of the structure of our GQDs/GDQDs are shown in Fig 5.  
 
 
 
Figure 5 Examples of milled monolayer graphene flakes with GQDs and GDQDs patterns using XENOS external pattern 
generator.  
 
Employing HIM has allowed us to pattern graphene flakes with very fine as well as symmetric patterns. This can be 
clearly seen in Fig 5 which shows 20 nm GQDs with ~ 15 nm wide gaps between the side gates and the QDs. The 
achieved dimensions and high fidelity are not possible using conventional e-beam lithography methods, especially in the 
case of graphene. For example, graphite pieces on the samples may hinder the uniform spinning of resist onto the 
samples which ultimately affects the resolution/size of the features in e-beam lithography. Moreover, ion scattering 
during RIE also limits the minimum size achievable with e-beam lithography.  
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3. IMPACTS OF HELIUM ION EXPOSURE ON CARREIR TRANSPORT IN BILAYER GNRS 
In this section we present our recent study of the impacts of He ion exposure on carrier transport using electrical 
measurements of bilayer graphene (BLG) nanoribbons. Despite the large amount of literature regarding the scattering 
processes in single and bilayer graphene (SLG and BLG), disorder-induced scattering in BLG is not well understood. It 
is well known that in SLG, on silicon oxide substrates, the linear dependence of the conductivity on the charge density is 
attributed to charged impurities scattering i.e.  =  [18, 19]. In most situations, the charge impurity density is in the 
order of few 10
11
 cm
-2
. In this case the mobility is constant and independent of n. Short range scattering in SLG 
introduces a sub-linear bending in the dependence of the conductivity at larger charge carrier densities [20]. The latter is 
attributed to vacancies and chemisorbed molecules or atoms which introduce the so-called mid-gap states. These 
particular defects are also called resonant scatterers as they strongly couple to graphene electronic states and thus scatter 
carriers very efficiently [21]. At low carrier density (close to the neutrality point), a minimum conductivity 	 
prevails caused by the random potential from charged impurities which breaks graphene into electrons and holes puddles. 
This minimum conductivity is related to a carrier characteristic density n* given by 	 = ∗ . The values of  	 
are on the order of a few /ℎ and the corresponding mobility is inversely proportional to the charged impurity density. 
The situation in BLG is quite different as the random potential from charged impurities is screened and at the NP the 
prevailing carrier density is a function of the puddle correlation length i.e. ∗ = /. In BLG, both the screened 
Coulomb scattering and the short range scattering contribute linearly to the conductivity i.e. ~, whilst bare 
Coulomb screening contributes quadratically to the conductivity [22]. Several authors have investigated the role of 
midgap states introduced extrinsically into graphene or its bilayer by subjecting SLG or BLG to irradiation or doping 
with molecular species [23-26]. For example, Chen et al. [23] have shown that the mobility decreases as a consequence 
of midgap state scattering induced by increasing ion dosage. In reference [26] the effect of disorder in the Raman spectra 
of graphene subjected to low energy Ar+ ion bombardment was investigated, showing two length scales that characterize 
ion-induced lattice disorder and Raman scattering electron-relaxation length. Their method allowed the quantification of 
the density of defects and the average distance between defects in graphene.   
Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) of 2 um in length and 200 nm in width were defined using ebeam lithography and 
oxygen plasma etching. Prior to ebeam lithography an optical method confirmed the bilayer nature of the flakes where 
the nanoribbons are defined. To contact the GNRs, we used Ti and Au (5nm/95 nm) to define electrodes which were 
fabricated using ebeam lithography and a liftoff process. Prior to any electrical measurements, the nanoribbons were 
annealed at 350 
o
C for several hours.   
 
Figure 6 A set of Id-Vg characteristics of a graphene nanoribbon where the drain voltage was varied from 
2 mV to 7 mV; Inset: one of the GNR samples, 2 um long and 200 nm wide used in the current 
experiment; also shown Ti/Au contact electrodes. The NGR is located between the two electrodes. 
 
Irradiation with helium ions was performed at high vacuum in a helium ion microscope (HIM). The focused helium ion 
beam had a spot size of approximately 0.5 nm and was scanned over a square area centred on the graphene nanoribbon 
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location. Three different doses were used: 1.49 × 10 
13
 ion/cm
2
, 2.34 × 10
13
 ion/cm
2
 and 4.16 × 10
13
 ion/cm
2
. The 
maximum dose approximately equals to one He ion per 100 carbon atoms. Immediately prior to each irradiation run, the 
nanoribbons were annealed at 350
o
C for several hours. Figure 6 shows a typical set of Id-Vg characteristics where the 
Dirac point (DP)is in the positive side of the gate voltage, indicating a residual doping of holes in the GNR channel. 
Even after several annealing runs, the purpose of which is to clean the nanoribbons of the resist residue, the DP was still 
positive. This hints to the possibility that the hole doping is not due to oxygen or water molecules adsorbed on the 
graphene surface, but to charge traps residing at the graphene/SiO2 interface. This was confirmed by a persistent 
hysteresis in the resistance of the nanoribbons as shown in Fig. 7(a). In Fig. 7(b) we show the resistance of the GNR as a 
function of the radiation dose where an increase in the resistance as the dose increased is clearly visible. These curves 
were plotted as a function of Vg-VNP for each radiation dose and for the pre-radiation state. There is no observable trend 
in the shift of the NP when the dose is increased in contrast to other experiments where a clear shift was observed when 
graphene was subjected to radiation.  
 
Figure 7 (a) Measured resistance of the graphene nanoribbons showing a hysteresis as the gate voltage is swept from 
left to right and back and (b) measured resistance of the GNR as function of the He ion dose. The resistance of the 
pre-radiation state is also shown (right). 
 
Plotting the resistance as a function of Vg-VNP gives a clearer picture of the scattering process as the impurities (or 
defects) are introduced into the graphene channel and the surrounding area. The resistivity of the GNRs can be estimated 
using  = /, where R is the resistance (in Ω), w and L are the width and the length of the GNR respectively. To 
estimate the mobility we fit the relation,  =  −  !" + $%

+ &, to the data as shown in Fig. 8 for 
different  values of the radiation dose as well as for the pre-radiation state. Also shown is, the fit of the data to the above 
expression for the conductivity. Here, & is a residual resistivity and $ is a small residual conductivity. Table 1 shows 
the mobility as a function of the applied dose. It is clear the mobility decreases with increasing dose and that its values 
are lower than the pre-radiation state of the GNR. 
 
Table 1 Values of the mobility as a function of the radiation dose. The values are derived from a nonlinear 
regression fit to the measured data (see text). 
 
Dose (x 10
13
) (cm 
-2
) 0 
(pre-radiation) 
1.49 2.34 4.16 
Mobility (cm
2
/V.s) (x10
4
) 5.64 4.34 2.71 0.5161 
 
 
The conductivity as shown in Fig. 8 is clearly a nonlinear function of the carrier density, exept for the dose of 4.16 × 10
13
 
ion/cm
2
. We performed an R-square procedure to test the goodness of fit of the data to the above expression. For the data 
corresponding to pre-radiation states and for the first two values of the dose (i.e. 1.49 × 10
13
 ion/cm
2
, 2.34 × 10
13
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1.49 × 10
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ion/cm
2
), the R-square value was approximately 99.6%. This value corresponding to the last applied dose (i.e. 4.16 × 
10
13
 ion/cm
2
) does not exceed 79%, however the linear fit puts this value up towards 99.6%. The He
+
 irradiation 
decreases the minimum conductivity, decreases the mobility and suppresses the nonlinearity. The transition from 
nonlinear to linear behaviour is also clearly observed for positive values of the centred gate voltage (except for the last 
radiation dose). Our experimental data are in sharp contrast to the findings in references [27, 28]. In reference [28], 
experimental results for bilayer graphene show a clear linear dependence of the conductivity away from the NP and this 
is true for a wide range of temperatures. The result in reference [28] also shows that the conductivity is weakly 
dependent on temperature. In reference [27], the deposition of potassium on BLG made the dependence of the 
conductivity on the gate voltage nonlinear, in contrast to our present results where the He radiation induces a transition 
from nonlinear to linear behaviour, at least in the range of gate voltages shown (Fig. 8). As demonstrated in other 
experiments, our results for the pre-radiation state as well as for moderate He
+
 doses, cannot be explained by bare 
Coulomb disorder where the conductivity is superlinear (~) [22]. Neither can they be explained by screened Coulomb 
disorder nor short range disorder as this leads to a linear dependence of the conductivity on the carrier density [22]. 
Hence, we hypothesize that for the pre-radiation state of the GNR and moderate He+ irradiation, the scattering is mainly 
dominated by the edge disorder of the nanoribbons. The effect of the irradiation is to reduce the mean free path by 
introducing defects on the BLG and charged impurities in the surrounding areas.  
 
Figure 8 Conductivity of the GNR as a function of the centred gate voltage (or n-nNP), for different applied He+ 
doses. The black lines are the fit to the data (see text). Blue circles correspond to the pre-radiation state; red 
squares, purple triangles and green diamonds correspond to doses of 1.49 × 1013, 2.34 × 1013 and 4.16 × 1013 
ion/cm2, respectively. 
 
We also conducted post-radiation Raman spectroscopy to study the damage caused by He ion bombardment [29]. 
Damage to the graphene lattice manifests in the emergence of the D peak at around 1350 cm
-1
 [23]–[26], and the ratio of 
this D peak to the G peak, present in pristine and damaged graphene at around 1605 cm
-1
 provides a measure of the 
extent to which the lattice is damaged. Figure 9(b) plots the average D to G ratios as a function of He ion dose which 
clearly shows the disorder induced by the He ions increases with the dose.  
We performed Monte Carlo simulation [30] to investigate the penetration depth of He ions into a 300 nm oxide layer. 
The simulations show that He ions at the accelerating voltage of 30 kV used in our experiments penetrate deeper than 
100 nm into the substrate oxide. The distribution of the He ions as a function of the oxide depth is shown in Fig. 10. It is 
clear that the tale of the distribution at the surface of the oxide (where graphene resides) accounts for less than 1% of the 
whole number of ions entered into the oxide layer. Therefore, we can comfortably say that the mobility degradation seen 
in our experiments is mainly due to defect-induced scattering and not the extra charged He
+
 ions introduced in the 
specimen. At a large dose, the defect density is high enough so that the scattering is completely dominated by short range 
scatterers and hence the linear behaviour of the conductivity for a He ion dose of 4.16 × 10
13
 ion/cm
2
. 
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 Fig. 9 D to G peak intensity versus dose for exposure of graphene monolayer to 30 kV He ion beam, the inset 
shows Raman spectrum for area exposed at a FOV of 5 µm.. 
 
To test our hypothesis we derive the mean free path (MFP) using the Drude-Boltazmann transport theory. Within this 
framework, the mean free path is given by the equation 2/ℎ(*+,) = , where *+is the Fermi wave vector and , 
the mean free path. For our experiments, the MFP derived for unbombarded nanoribbons is approximately , ≈ 2080 
for a carrier density  ≈ 1 × 100. This value is remarkably close to the width of our nanoribbons (200 nm) within 
the uncertainty of nanorribons width introduced during plasma etching of graphene. If we neglect phonon scattering in 
BLG compared to short range scattering, the value of the MFP , ≈ , being the width of the GNR, in non-radiated 
GNR indicates that the scattering is limited by the disorder in the edges of the GNR (or line roughness). The MFP 
decreases with increasing dose and its values are , = 1640, , = 1000 and , = 180 for the applied doses of 
1.49 x 10 
13
 ion/cm
2
, 2.34 x10
13
 ion/cm
2
 and 4.16 x 10
13
 ion/cm
2
 respectively. Hence the scattering is no longer limited 
by the edge disorder at high doses. 
 
Figure 10 Distribution of helium ions calculated from a Monte Carlo simulation of helium ion 
bombardment of a 500 nm layer of SiO2. The distribution is centred around a depth of 300 nm. 
 
4. AB-INITIO STUDY OF CARRIER TRANSPORT IN DOWNSCALED GNRS WITH POINT DEFECTS 
In this final section we present our recent attempts of studying the effects of disorder on the electronic states and carrier 
transport in downscaled GNRs by using the atomistic simulation. As discussed in the previous section, defects are 
created in the GNRs during He ion beam exposure. These defects strongly affect the electronic properties of the device. 
In addition, defects lead to rehybridization of sigma and pi orbitals which again has influence on the electronic structure 
of nanoribbons. In particular, point defects in graphene usually act as scattering centers for the incoming electron waves 
and also may give rise to dangling bonds which reduce the conductivity of the device [29].There are three major point 
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defects possible in the nanoconstriction-introduced region, namely single vacancy defects (SV), double vacancy defects 
(DV) and the Stone-Wales defects (SW). 
Figure 11(a) shows the single-layer arm-chair GNR (AGNR) without defects. Single Vacancy defect refers to the 
condition where a single lattice atom is missing (Fig. 11(b)). Double Vacancy defect refers to the condition where two 
neighboring atoms are missing from the lattice. Here the atoms rearrange themselves to form a dangling bond-less 
structure as shown in Fig. 11(c) such that two five-edged polygons and one eight-edged polygon appear in the structure 
in place of four hexagons. This ability to reconstruct to form non hexagonal rings is one of the unique properties of 
graphene. Stone-Wales defect refers to the condition where four hexagons reconstruct to form two five-edged polygons 
and two seven-edged polygons as shown in Fig. 11(d). One of the C-C bonds undergoes a 90° twist. The number of 
atoms present is the same as that of the defectless junction and there is no dangling bond present. This defect may have 
been caused by an electron/ion impact or by an electron/ion beam that transfers energy less than the threshold required 
for knock on displacement.  
For the present simulation, SIESTA [30], a DFT based ab initio simulation package for calculating the electronic states 
of the sample, is used. TranSIESTA [31], which solves the nonequlibrium Green’s function theory in a self-consistent 
manner, is used for calculating the transport properties between nanoscale electrodes. The exchange-correlation is 
approximated by the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA). Hydrogen passivation has been done. The leads, 
made of graphene, were attached to the left and right side of this tunnel junction. In this simulation electrode width was 
kept two atomic distances larger than the AGNR region width. It should be mentioned that we adopt only the AGNR in 
the present study as the zig-zag GNRs (ZGNRs) do not generate a finite bandgap. It is obviously unrealistic to assume 
such perfect arm-chair edges as it is widely known from the STM studies that the edge states we have in reality with 
patterned or just exfoliated graphene are a mixture of zig-zag and arm-chair edge states. Our recent study [32], however, 
reveals that the arm-chair edge states locally generated in the ZGNRs with atomscale edge fluctuation results in the 
formation of a finite bandgap which is as wide as the one achieved with the AGNRs. Extension of the present defect 
analysis to the GNRs with the mixed edge states is left for future study. 
 
Figure 11 A single layer AGNR with (a) no defect, (b) a Single Vacancy defect, (c) a Double Vacancy defect, and (d) a Stone-Wales 
defect. The red bonds indicate the region of defect.  
 
Figure 12(a) shows the transmission spectrum calcualted for the defectless AGNR under various values of potential bias. 
The stepwise nature seen in the transmission spectra under zero bias (a black solid line) reflects conductance quantization 
which is in common with one-dimensional quantum wires. As bias voltage increases, the entire transmission spectra 
shifts to lower energies, and the stepwise spectrum is gradually distorted with an appearance of a new broad peak at high 
bias voltages since the electronic states 
12(b) shows the transmission spectrum 
coefficients decrease overall to lower than those for
the presence of dangling bonds and resulting enhanced scattering
higher than those for defectless AGNR. This is attributed to the stro
Figure 13 shows the transmission spectr
can be clearly seen that the stepwise nature of the transmission spectra is heavily distorted for the AGNRs with the DV 
and SW defects. This signifies carrier scattering is 
in the bonds. Neverthelss, the overall valu
still close to that of the defectless AGNRs
there is no dangling bonds as compared to the single vacanc
Figure 12 Transmission Spectrum of the AGNR 
Figure 13 Transmission Spectra calculated for the AGNR with no defect
 
 
We have described our new graphene nano
helium ion beam in the HIM. The helium ion beam milling
metal contacts onto the graphene flakes. It was found that complete cleaning of 
residue of EB resist and solvent which prevents 
extremely narrow gaps down to 10 nm between the QDs and side gates were successfully achieved. Secondly w
investigated the effects of the helium ion exposure on the carrier transport properties
the bilayer GNR transistor. The transfer characteristics measured at room temperature showed a remarkable decrease in 
within the lattice of the atoms are heavily affected by the applied bias
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5. CONCLUSION 
fabrication approach based on direct milling of graphene
 process conducted after EB lithography 
the graphene surface is vital to remove the 
successful milling. Double graphene QDs of 20 nm in dimensions and 
 by varying the helium ion
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 transmission 
 at high bias voltages are 
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-wales defect AGNRs. It 
 are 
bias potentials.  
 defects 
 using an atomic-size 
was used to pattern 
e have 
 dose onto 
the conductivity by over 80% at a dose of 4.13 × 10
13
 ions/cm
2
 which is approximately equivalent to one He ion per 100 
carbon atoms. We also observed that the gate bias dependence of conductivity changes from nonlinear to linear with 
increasing dose, which implies GNR edge disorder can be a dominant carrier scattering mechanism. Finally we have 
studied the effects of three different types of defects, Single Vacancy defect, Double Vacancy and the Stone-Wales defect, 
introduced into extremely-scaled AGNRs on the carrier transport properties by using ab initio simulation.  
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